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I.

INTRODUCTION

The CNAT 4.0 software application performs copy number and loss of heterozygosity (LOH)
analysis on data from Affymetrix Mapping genotyping arrays (Mapping 500K, 100K, and 10K).
CNAT 4.0 differs from CNAT 3.0 as it implements new algorithms and workflows for performing
copy number and LOH analysis. CNAT 4.0 has been developed and tested primarily for use with
the Mapping 500K product.
CNAT 4.0 Algorithm
There are four possible workflows, two Copy Number (CN) and two Loss of Heterozygosity
(LOH), each can be run in either "paired" or "unpaired" mode. In the paired mode, tumor and
normal samples are obtained from the same individual. In the un-paired mode, the tumor or test
sample is compared to a reference set of normal samples.
NOTE: It is strongly recommended that BRLMM.CHP files with calls from the BRLMM
genotype calling algorithm are used as opposed to DM, because of BRLMM's greater
performance, particularly on heterozygotes. The details of the CNAT 4.0 algorithm
and typical performance are described in full in a white paper
(http://www.affymetrix.com/products/software/specific/cnat.affx).
CNAT 4.0 software implements new copy number and LOH algorithms that contain the following
enhancements:
• 4 workflows:
1. CN for paired tumor/normal samples
2. CN for un-paired samples
3. LOH for paired tumor/normal samples
4. LOH for un-paired samples
• PM only CN estimation
• Restricted analysis of SNPs based on PCR fragment size filter
• Probe-level quantile normalization or median scaling
• Per SNP and per allele probe summarization
• PCR fragment size and GC content normalization
• Dynamic generation of global reference based on the experiment, for un-paired CN
workflow
• Allele-specific CN estimation on paired tumor/normal samples
• Virtual array – combining of NSP and STY (or Xba and Hind) data from the same sample
• Gaussian smoothing
• HMM for CN and LOH
• Outlier removal
• Leverages BRLMM.CHP files for LOH detection

High-level Overview of CNAT 4.0 Batch Analysis Workflow

Step 1: Select Sample Type
Paired Sample Analysis or Un-paired Sample Analysis.
• Paired sample analysis: the sample and reference DNA are obtained from the same
individual.
• Un-paired analysis: the sample is compared to a set of normal references.
Step 2: Select Analysis Type
Copy Number (CN), Loss of Heterozygosity (LOH) or both.
• CN analysis: Quantile normalization or median scaling is performed at the PM probe level
followed by summarization of the signal intensity for each allele of each SNP. This is the
starting point for estimating copy number.
o Additionally, in the case of the CN paired workflow genotype calls are used for
enabling estimation of allele-specific copy number.
• LOH analysis: The starting point is genotype calls for determining LOH.
Step 3: Select Files for Analysis
The user selects the appropriate CHP files by either dragging and dropping from the data tree
into the appropriate columns (sample or reference) or uploads a file containing the CHP file
names.
Step 4: Advanced Analysis Options (optional)
Advanced CN and LOH parameters are specified here (Figure 2). The parameter options are
described in more detail in below.
Step 5: Output File Naming Options (optional)
The output files will be named according to the CHP file name and the analysis type selected in
step 2.
Step 6: Analyze.
Initiates analysis.

Figure 1 and 2 show the Batch Analysis Window and Advanced Options Window.

Figure 1 – CNAT 4.0 Batch Analysis Tool User Interface

Figure 2 – Advanced Analysis Options

II.

SET-UP AND INSTALLATION

Software Availability
CNAT 4.0 is available on Affymetrix.com
(http://www.affymetrix.com/products/software/specific/cnat.affx).
Note: You are not required to uninstall CNAT 3.0 to install CNAT 4.0.
Note: CNAT 4.0 requires GCOS 1.4 client (GCOS server 1.3 or higher) and GTYPE 4.0
or greater. GTYPE 4.1 contains a new genotyping algorithm called BRLMM. It is
strongly recommended that CHP files with calls from the BRLMM genotype calling
algorithm are used as opposed to DM, because of BRLMM's greater performance,
particularly on heterozygotes.
Hardware Requirements
Client
1 GHz Intel Pentium III Processor or better
2 GB RAM or better
40GB or more of hard disk space
Note: CNAT 4.0 can be run in either GCOS local or server mode.

III.

CNAT 4.0 WORKFLOW

To begin, click the CNAT 4 Batch Analysis button in the Shortcut bar, or select Run → CNAT 4
Batch Analysis from the Menu bar. The CNAT 4 Batch Analysis Window opens (Figure 1).

Step 1 Sample Type:

Figure 3 – Step 1: Sample Type
•
•

Paired CN analysis refers to samples with a paired normal from the same individual.
Un-paired analysis refers to samples without a paired normal from the same individual.
In an un-paired analysis, the sample will be compared to a set of normal references.

Step 2 Analysis Type:

Figure 4 – Step 2: Analysis Type

•

Selecting the CN radio button only or the LOH radio button only will result in performing
only copy number or LOH analysis on the selected samples.
• Selecting the CN & LOH radio button will result in both CN and LOH analyses being
performed on the selected samples.
Note: Allele-specific results can only be obtained when running a paired analysis.
Step 3 Add CHP files or fileset(s): Paired Analysis
Drag and drop CHP files from data tree to Sample list box.
• For paired analysis, each sample and the corresponding paired normal reference must be
aligned horizontally in the list box or in the upload file (this alignment indicates which
files to pair in the analysis) (Figure 5 and 7).

Figure 5 – Step 3: Add CHP files or fileset(s) in Paired Analysis
Step 3 Add CHP files or fileset(s): Un-paired Analysis
Drag and drop CHP files from data tree to Sample list box.
• For un-paired analysis, all CHP files loaded into the reference column will be used in
generating a single global reference. Each CHP file in the sample column will be
analyzed against this global reference. The number of files in the two columns does not
have to be equal (Figure 6 and 8).

Figure 6 – Step 3: Add CHP files or fileset(s) in Un-paired Analysis
Alternatively, you can upload a file list containing the CHP file names of the sample and reference
files for either analysis type. The file consists of two columns separated by tabs where the first
column is the sample CHP file name and the second column is either the paired reference or the
set of references. For the un-paired analysis, the horizontal order has no effect on the analysis.
Examples are shown in Figures 7 (paired analysis) and 8 (un-paired analysis).

Figure 7 – Example Upload File Format for Paired Analysis

Figure 8 – Example Upload File Format for Un-paired analysis
Note: For un-paired analysis, see Reference Set Considerations section below.
Step 4 Advanced Analysis Options (optional):
The CNAT 4.0 algorithms contain several parameters which can be modified in the Advanced
Analysis Options menu. The Advanced Analysis Options are grouped into 4 categories (Figure 2):
1. Restrict by Fragment Size
2. Normalization
3. Copy Number Parameters
4. LOH Parameters
If in Step 2, only CN or only LOH were chosen, the corresponding parameters will be editable in
the interface. Tables I and II discuss suggestions for alternative parameter settings for various
experimental scenarios.
1. Restrict by Fragment Size:
• This option allows the analysis to be performed on only a subset of SNPs based on the
PCR fragment size that the SNPs reside on. This option is utilized when analyzing
degraded or fragmented DNA (Table I).
• To enable this option:
o Check the box next to “Restrict Analysis to SNPs on Fragment Sizes Ranging:”
o Enter the size of the fragments which you want to be included in the analysis.
This size is in units of base pairs (bp).
• For example, if a sample has a known amount of degradation (no fragments larger than
600 bp), you can enter the following:

Figure 9 – Restrict by Fragment Sizes Less than 600 bp

•

In this example, only SNPs which reside on PCR fragment sizes less than or equal to 600
bp will be included in the analysis. For more information about SNP location and
fragment size, see NetAffx (http://www.affymetrix.com/analysis/index.affx).
• The PCR fragment size distribution for the arrays are:
o 10K:
200-1700 bp
o 100K: 200: 2200 bp
o 500K: 100-1140 bp
o Note: Restricting Analysis to SNPs with Minimum Fragment size less
than 100 in Fragment Sizes Ranging box will cause analysis to fail.
2. Normalization:
This option allows the specification of the probe-level normalization.
• Median Scaling: This performs a linear scaling based on the median of medians of all CEL
files included in the analysis. All PM and MM probes are included to compute the median
intensity of a CEL file.
• Quantile Normalization: This performs a sketch normalization, where the sketch is based
on PM probes across the CEL files.
• Quantile normalization is the suggested default although the median scaling option can
be enabled for other analyses as listed in Table I.

Figure 10 – Normalization Options
3. Copy Number Parameters:
• Allele-Specific Copy Number: For paired analyses, an allele-specific analysis is performed
on SNPs which are heterozygous in the paired reference. This option can be disabled by
un-checking the box next to “Generate Allele-Specific Copy Number”
• Genomic Smoothing: User can specify the genomic smoothing length (in Mb) to be used.
The genomic smoothing that is applied is a gaussian smoothing. The default bandwidth
value is 100 kb (0.1 Mb) which results in a window size of 400 kb. Gaussian smoothing
can be disabled by applying a smoothing bandwidth of 0 Mb. In this case the CN data is
smoothed solely by the Hidden Markov Model (discussed below).
o Note: If no smoothing is selected, no p-value will be reported.
o The smoothing bandwidth should be determined based upon the type of
aberration in the sample; Table I summarizes various biological scenarios. For
example, if you are interested in small aberrations such as micro-deletions you
will want to use a smaller genomic smoothing length or no smoothing. If
smoothing is enabled it should be comparable or less than the size of the micro
effect that is being studied. If you are looking for large chromosomal deletions
you may choose to use a large MB smoothing bandwidth.
• Hidden Markov Model (HMM) Parameters:
A 5 state HMM is applied for smoothing and segmentation of the CN data. The priors,
standard deviation, and the transition decay length are the user tunable parameters.
o Priors: Definition of any prior knowledge of the copy number states of the
sample. The HMM has 5 possible states:
 State 0 = CN of 0; homozygous deletion
 State 1 = CN of 1; hemizygous deletion
 State 2 = CN of 2; normal diploid

•

 State 3 = CN of 3; single copy gain
 State 4 = CN ≥ 4; amplification
The default for each state is 0.2 indicating that each SNP has equal prior
probability of being in any one of the 5 states. Generally speaking, the prior
should not be adjusted unless it is known that the bulk of the data is nondiploid, for example, hemizygous deletions. In this case, the prior
corresponding to state 1 can be changed from 0.2 to 0.96 with all other prior
states adjusted accordingly to equal a total of 1.
 Note: The prior values entered are only initial estimates; the
HMM optimizes this parameter based on the data.
o Standard Deviation: Standard deviation is one of the parameters that affect the
probability with which the underlying CN state is emitted to produce the
observed state. Specifically, it reflects the underlying variance or dispersion in
each CN state. The standard deviation of each underlying state can be adjusted.
As a rule of thumb, the lower the Genomic Smoothing value, a higher standard
deviation should be used for each CN state. This basically implies that with
increased noise (due to less smoothing) the variance of the CN states should be
increased (see Table I for suggested changes to this parameter).
 The default is 0.07 for state 2 and 0.09 for all other states.
o Transition Decay: This parameter controls the expected correlation between
adjacent SNPs. The copy number state of any given SNP is partially dependent
upon that of its neighboring SNPs and are weighted based upon the distance
between them. By adjusting this parameter, neighboring SNPs can either have
more or less of a dependence on each other (Table I).
 The default value is 10 MB.
 To reduce the influence of neighboring SNPs, decrease this value
(transition faster)
• For example, if we set the decay to 1 MB and if a given SNP is in
CN state 1, the probability that the flanking SNPs to the right will
continue to be in state 1 is much LOWER compared to the case
where the transition decay is 100 MB.
 To increase the influence of neighboring SNPs, increase this value
(transition slower).
Post-HMM Processing:
o Re-adjust outliers: This parameter allows for adjusting singleton SNPs in a
different state in comparison to the states of the flanking SNPs (Table I).
 For example, there is a single SNP that is labeled as state 3 by the HMM
but flanking SNPs within a 1 MB region are labeled as state 2. If “Readjust outliers” is enabled, the singleton SNP might be changed from
state 3 to state 2 provided the distance to the flanking SNP is within the
threshold for SNP outlier adjustment. (See threshold for SNP outlier
adjustment parameter below).
 If the SNPs flanking the singleton SNP are in 2 different states, the
algorithm computes a distance weighted median to determine the
adjusted state of the singleton SNP.
o Threshold for SNP outlier adjustment: This parameter is linked to the re-adjust
outliers parameter. It is the distance that is applied for determining if the
flanking SNPs should impact the re-adjustment of the singleton SNP.
 The default value is 1000 bp. (the singleton SNP is in the center of this
region).
 Note:
• These parameters are highly correlated with the Gaussian
smoothing used. If heavily smoothed the readjustment should

•

be turned off. In general, if the Gaussian smoothing is significant
and the threshold for SNP outlier adjustment is nominal this readjustment will have no effect.
The re-adjustment parameter should be disabled for detection of
micro-aberrations (TableI).

Figure 11 – Advance Copy Number Parameters
4. Parameters:
• HMM Parameters:
A 2 state HMM is applied for smoothing and segmentation of the LOH data. The two
states correspond to LOH (LOH state = 1) versus normal or retention of heterozygosity
(LOH state = 0). The transition decay length is the only user tunable parameters. The
priors are computed from the data.
o Transition Decay: This parameter determines how correlated adjacent SNPs are to
each other. The LOH state of any of given SNP is partially dependent upon that of
its neighboring SNPs and are weighted based upon the distance between them. By
adjusting this parameter, neighboring SNPs can either have more or less of a
dependence on each other.
 The default value is 10 MB.
 To reduce the influence of neighboring SNPs decrease this value (transition
faster)
• For example, if we set the decay to 1MB and if a given SNP is in CN
state 1, the probability that the flanking SNPs to the right will
continue to be in state 1 is much LOWER compared to the case
where the transition decay in 100 MB.
 To increase the influence of neighboring SNPs increase this value (transition
slower)

Figure 12 – Advanced LOH Parameters
Step 5 Output File Naming (Optional):
This step allows you to edit the output file name and select virtual set rule if applicable (Figure
13). Both of these steps are optional. By default, the output files will be named as follows:

CHPfilename.cn.cnt – for copy number output
 CCL-256D_NSP.brlmm.cn.cnt
o CHPfilename.loh.cnt – for LOH output
 CCL-256D_NSP.brlmm.loh.cnt
Note: All *.cnt files are text files. See CNT File Format section for more information.
• To modify these names by adding a prefix or suffix to the default names, check the
appropriate box and enter the text in the adjacent box.
o Example: prefixCHPfilenamesuffix.cn.cnt
• In addition, the location of these output *.cnt files can also be chosen by selecting the
appropriate Destination Folder.
Virtual Sets allow for the combining of data within each of the 100K and 500K Mapping array sets
but not across the array sets. This enables a combined HMM analysis and generation of a single
output *.cnt file per Mapping array set. See Appendix C of the CNAT 4.0 manual for more
information on setting up and using Virtual Sets.
 The CNAT 4.0 algorithm adjusts the baseline noise in the arrays, belonging to an array
set, individually such that the median of the SNPs which has a normal copy number of 2
are centered about zero.
o This corrects for different noise-levels between the arrays.
 The creation of the virtual set is appropriate only if sample(s) from the same source (and
references from corresponding sources for Nsp and Sty, for example) are used for the
array set.
• By default, when a Virtual set is applied the output files will be named as follows:
 VirtualSetRule.cn.cnt – for copy number output
• SampleID.brlmm.cn.cnt or CCL-256D.brlmm.cn.cnt
 VirtualSetRule.loh.cnt – for LOH output
• SampleID.brlmm.loh.cnt or CCL-256D.brlmm.loh.cnt
o

o
Figure 13 – Step 5: Output File Naming (Optional)
Step 6 Analyze:
•
•

The Run button initiates the analysis.
The Stop button will complete the current action and then stop the analysis. This may
take a few minutes depending upon which action is currently running.

Figure 14 – Step 6: Analyze
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Table I – Suggested CN parameter settings
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REFERENCE SET CONSIDERATIONS

Selection of the Reference Set:
The selection of the reference set depends upon several factors.
1. Number of samples in the reference set. The minimum number of references
recommended is:
• 25 for CN analysis
o For CN, references less than the stipulated number can be used, but
depending on the variability across references data interpretation can be
impacted.
• 30 for LOH analysis
o In LOH use of a small reference set will invariably impact the estimation
of the normal rate of heterozygosity in samples. Greater than 30
references should be used if the reference set is constituted from a
mixed-population pool.
2. Gender of the samples in the reference set. The gender of samples used in the
reference impacts the results for chromosome X. To avoid difficulty in data interpretation
a mixed gender reference set should not be used. If normal male samples are used, it
should be understood that in this case the copy number on chromosome X for the test
sample(s) is compared against a haploid reference state for Chromosome X, unlike the
autosomes.
o If all male reference files are used, a message will warn the user that the
denominator for the log ratios on chromosome X will be 1 unlike the
autosomes where it will be 2, and that results should be interpreted
accordingly.
o If reference files are use which contain a mix of male and female, a
message will warn the user that the reference files contain mixed gender
and the results on chromosome X may be difficult to interpret.
3. Using the same Reference set for CN and LOH. If you are going to perform both CN and
LOH, it is recommended that the same set of reference samples be used. Thus, it is
advantageous to run the analysis for both CN and LOH simultaneously.
Availability of reference datasets from Affymetrix/HapMap websites:
• 48 Normal HapMap samples:
http://www.affymetrix.com/support/technical/sample_data/500k_data.affx
• Additional HapMap samples are available on the HapMap and GEO websites:
http://www.hapmap.org/downloads/raw_data/affy500k/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/ (Accession Number GSE5173)

V.

COPY NUMBER REPORT FILE

Once the copy number analysis is complete, a report file will automatically open and display the
interquartile range (IQR) of the un-smoothed log2ratio smoothed total CN for each sample. The
report file will contain an IQR value for each chromosome as well as for the whole sample. In
addition, in a paired analysis, the IQR values will be reported for each allele independently. The
interquartile range is a measure of dispersion or spread. It is the difference between the 75th
percentile (often called Q3 or 3rd quantile) and the 25th percentile (Q1). The formula for
interquartile range is therefore: Q3-Q1. Since the IQR represents the central 50% of the data, it
is not affected by outliers or extreme values and is hence a robust metric measure of dispersion.
In general the sample-level IQR should be comparable to the chromosomal IQR for the given
sample. An observed discordance in a chromosomal observation is potentially indicative of a
biological change.

Figure 15 – Example Copy Number Report File
Note: When doing a paired analysis, 3 report files will be generated, one for each
allele and one for the total un-smoothed log2ratio. Only the total un-smoothed
log2ratio report will be automatically displayed.
Note: The report file(s) are written to the output directory selected in step 5 above.

VI.

CNT FILE FORMAT

Header Section:
The resulting *.cnt data files contain the following information in the header.
• Information about the array (# SNPs, probe array type, library file)
• Algorithm parameters and command line that was executed (e.g. all advanced
parameters that were used)
• Workflow (e.g. paired-copy number)
• Sample Name
• Reference file(s) used
Data Section:
The resulting *.cnt data files contain the following data.
For *.cn.cnt files:
• ProbeSet – SNP ID
• Chromosome – Chromosome number
• Position – Physical position of the SNP based on NCBIv35 (May 2004)
• Log2Ratio – Smoothed Log2 ratio value
• HmmMedianLog2Ratio – Median Log2 ratio value of all contiguous SNPs in the given
HMM copy number state segment
• CNState - HMM copy number state
• NegLog10PValue – Negative Log10 p-value indicating how different the median Log2
ratio of the HMM state is from the normal state (CN State 2) for that particular sample
• Log2RatioMin – Smoothed Log2 ratio value for the allele with the lower signal intensity
(paired analysis only)

•

HmmMedianLog2RatioMin - Median Log2 ratio value of all of all contiguous SNPs in the
given HMM copy number state segment of the allele with the lower signal intensity
(paired analysis only)
• CNStateMin – HMM copy number state of the allele with the lower signal intensity (paired
analysis only)
• NegLog10PValueMin - Negative Log10 p-value indicating how different the median Log2
ratio of the HMM state of the allele with the lower signal intensity is from the CN
2state for that particular sample (paired analysis only)
• Log2RatioMax - Smoothed Log2 ratio value for the allele with the higher signal intensity
(paired analysis only)
• HmmMedianLog2RatioMax - Median Log2 ratio value of all of all contiguous SNPs in the
given HMM copy number state segment of the allele with the higher signal intensity
(paired analysis only)
• CNStateMax - HMM copy number state of the allele with the higher signal intensity
(paired analysis only)
• NegLog10PValueMax - Negative Log10 p-value indicating how different the median Log2
ratio of the HMM state of the allele with the higher signal intensity is from the CN
2state for that particular sample (paired analysis only)
Note: Those values which are indicated for paired analysis only require that the
check box next to “Generate Allele-Specific Copy Number” is checked in the Advanced
Analysis options.
For *.loh.cnt files:
• ProbeSet – SNP ID
• Chromosome – Chromosome number
• Position – Physical position of the SNP based on NCBIv35 (May 2004)
• Call – Genotype call for the tumor/test sample
• RefCall – Genotype call for the paired reference sample (paired analysis only)
• RefHetRate – Heterozygosity rate of the given SNP in the reference samples (un-paired
analysis only)
• LOHState – 1 = LOH and 0 = Retention
• LOHProb – Likelihood that a SNP is in LOH state (closer to 1 indicates a strong likelihood
of LOH)
• RetProb – Likelihood that a SNP is in Retention state (closer to 1 indicates a strong
likelihood of Retention)

VII.

CNAT 4.0 VIEWER

The CNAT Viewer enables the visualization and manipulation of data generated by the CNAT 4.0
and 3.0 Batch Analysis Tools. Key features include:
• Whole genome and chromosome specific views
• Multi-sample view to facilitate identification of trends in copy number or LOH data
• Dynamic filtering to enable thresholding of data
• Data Exports to Genomic browsers (Integrated Genome Browser and UCSC)
To begin, click the CNAT Viewer button in the Shortcut bar, or select Run → CNAT Viewer from
the Menu bar.

The CNAT Viewer opens and the user is prompted to select a *.cnt file (select *.cn.cnt or
*.loh.cnt). The selected *.cnt files will open in the viewer and the whole genome will be
displayed (Figure 17).
Note: CNAT 3.0 *.cnt files can be opened using the CNAT 4.0 viewer.
To add additional *.cnt files, select the

icon or Edit/Add option.

Note: When opening the data types, the array type must be the same for all the selected
samples. If you open two different array types a warning box appears indicating that the two
array types are not compatible and cannot be visualized (Figure 16). Different array types refers
to different probe array types (e.g. Mapping250K_Nsp and Mapping250K_Sty) or different Virtual
sets (e.g. 500K or 100K Virtual Set).

Figure 16 – Error message when trying to open *.cnt files from different probe array
types

Figure 17 – CNAT Viewer, Whole Genome View

•

•

In all graphical views, the X-axis corresponds to physical position along the chromosome
and the y-axis is the value of the metric displayed (see Changing the graph display
settings section below for more information on how to alter the axes and metrics
displayed).
The graph name (displayed above each graph) indicated the *.cnt filename followed by
the metric graphed (e.g. SK-BR-3_NSP_CN.brlmm.CN:Log2Ratio indicates that the
Log2Ratio metric of the sample SK-BR-3_NSP_CN.brlmm.CN.CNT file is displayed in the
first chart.

i. Data Display Options
a. Switching between whole genome view and single chromosome view.
•

•

Go to the drop down menu located above the graph and select a chromosome to be
displayed in the graphical view.
o The graph will now display the selected chromosome (see Figure 18).
o Note: The Table view still displays all data from all chromosomes.
To view the whole genome view, simply select the “ALL” option under the drop down
menu.

Figure 18 – SKBR3 Breast Cancer Sample, Chromosome 8

b. Changing the graph display settings.
•
•

icon to open the Default Settings dialog (Figure 19).
Select View/Default options or
In this window, you can specify the following:
o Which columns you want displayed in the Table by using the appropriate check
boxes.
o The x- and y-axis maximum and minimum values.
o The y origin (where the horizontal x-axis will cross the y-axis)
o The default chart style
 For each graph type, you can select the default chart style (dots,
connected dots, line, vertical line)
 Note: The graph types can also be adjusted when new graphs are
added (see Adding Graphs section below).
o The default chart number corresponds to the location of the graph in the
graphical pane.
 A metric with a chart # of 1 will be plotted at the top of the graphical
pane (e.g. Log2Ratio graph is blue in Figure 18)
 Note: Multiple charts can be graphed in a single pane (see Adding
Graphs section below).
o The default color of the graphs are also defined here.

Figure 19 – Default Settings Dialog Box
•
•

Changing any of the defaults are only applied to newly created charts (Figure 20).
In addition, these settings will be remembered from session to session. So if you change
one of the defaults, the next time you launch the application, it will retain this change.

Figure 20 – New Settings Warning
c. Adding Graphs.
•

Select View/Plot Column or right-click in the graph space and select Add Graph… (Figure
21).

Figure 21 – Right-click Graph Options
•

Figure 22 shows the dialog box which allows you to add graphs to either an existing
chart or a new chart
o Select the sample from the drop down menu (Samples displayed corresponds to
open CNT files)
o Select the metric you want to plot in the second drop down menu
o Choose the color of the graph by clicking on the color swatch and selecting the
new color from the color palette
o Select the chart # of where you want the new graph to be displayed.
 If you select New Chart, an additional chart will be displayed on the
bottom of the graphing pane.
 If you select an existing Chart #, the graph will be displayed in the
selected chart #
o Select the style of the new graph (Dots, Connected Dots, Line, or Vertical Line).
o Select OK to plot the graph according to the selected settings.

Figure 22 – Adding Graphs Options
d. Chart Settings.
•
•

Select View/Chart Settings or or right-click in the graph space and select Chart Settings…
Figure 23 shows the dialog box which allows you to modify the chart settings

Figure 23 – Chart Settings Dialog Box
•
•
•
•

Select the chart you want to modify by using the drop down menu
Modify the Y-axis minimum and/or maximum values as well as the Y origin value by
entering new values in the appropriate boxes
To change the graph from linear to log scale, check the log scale box
To change the chart style or color use the drop down menu or select the color swatch

e. Moving and Deleting Graphs
•
•

To move a graph up or down in the graphical pane, right click on the graph and select
either Move Up or Move Down (Figure 21)
To delete a graph from the graphical pane, right click on the graph and select either
Delete or Delete All (Figure 21)

ii. Table Options
•
•

Several options are available that allow you to manage the tabular form of the data.
Right clicking on any of the column headers results in the following options (Figure 24).

Figure 24 – Right-click Options from the Table Header
•
•
•
•

Show all columns will display all data in the table
The Plot Column option allows you to select any column of data and add it to the
graphical pane above. The dialog that will open is displayed in Figure 22.
To hide a column, right click on a specific column and select Hide Column
To sort the table data, select one of the sort options
o Sort Ascending will sort the selected column of data in an ascending order
o Sort Descending will sort the selected column of data in a descending order
o Sort will bring up a new dialog which will allow you to sort on multiple columns
(Figure 25)

Figure 25 – Sort Dialog Box
•

Right clicking anywhere in the table other than the header results in a different set of
options (Figure 26).

Figure 26 – Right-Click Table Options
•

•

•

Using the Find… option, you can search the table for a particular SNP or any other value
in the table.
icon
o Note: This function is also available from the
By clicking and selecting data from the table and selecting the Copy Cells option, the
table data can be copied to a text editor.
o Note: This function is also available from the
icon.
The sort option will bring up a new dialog which will allow you to sort on multiple
columns (Figure 25).

iii. Dynamic Filtering
•
•
•

To filter by any metric or combination of metrics, double click the yellow color row in the
Table view and enter the filter condition.
The filter conditions entered for the column shall be automatically applied to both the
table and graphs. The table and graphs shall only display the SNPs satisfying the filter
condition (Figure 27).
To disable the filter select Click to Disable Filter.

Figure 27 – Filtered Graph and Table by Log2 Ratio > 1.5
Note: The following filter conditions are valid:
>
<
>=
<=
=

Filter
Filter
Filter
Filter
Filter

all
all
all
all
all

values
values
values
values
values

greater than entered number
less than entered number
greater than or equal to entered number
less than or equal to entered number
equal to entered number

Note: Exporting filtered data will result in only SNPs meeting filtered criteria to be written to the
exported file.
iv. Export
a. Tab Delimited export
•

Select Export/Table or click on the

icon. The export dialog box opens (Figure 28).

Figure 28 – Tab Delimited Export Dialog Box
•
•
•

Select the location for the exported file and the File name.
Select Export All for the entire table or Export Selected to export a selected region of the
table.
Click save.
b. IGB Format

•

Select Export/IGB Format (Figure 29).

Figure 29 – Export Options
•

In the IGB Options (Figure 30) select one Sample and one Metric to be exported into the
IGB format (*.sgr file).

Figure 300 – IGB Export Dialog
•
•
•

•
•

Select the filename and location of where you want the file to be saved.
Save the file.
If you check the Send to IGB option, the corresponding graph will be automatically
opened in IGB (see below).
o Note: IGB must be installed on your local machine for the graph to
display.
Right click on a graph in the viewer, select Send to IGB (Figure 21).
The selected graph will automatically be opened in IGB to the correct genome build and
window size (e.g. whole chromosome view or zoomed in view, Figure 31).

Figure 31 – Log2 Ratio Graph Pushed to IGB
c. UCSC Browser
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select Export/UCSC Format.
In the UCSC Export Options select one Sample and one Metric to be exported into the
UCSC Wiggle format (*.txt file).
Select the filename and location of where you want the file to be saved
Save the file.
To open the file in UCSC Browser, go to the Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgibin/hgGateway?org=human) (Figure 32)
Select Add custom tracks (Figure 33)
Data is displayed in UCSC Genome Browser (Figure 34)

Figure 312 – UCSC Home Page

Figure 323 – UCSC, Add Custom Tracks

Figure 34 – Log2 Ratio Data Displayed in UCSC Genome Browser

VIII. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND SUPPORT
Please refer to the complete CNAT 4.0 manual and white paper for additional information. For
support information, please contact your FAS or local support team
http://www.affymetrix.com/support/index.affx.
United States / Canada: 888-DNA-CHIP (888-362-2447)
Europe: +44 (0) 1628 552550
Japan: +81 3-5730-8222

